Special ACTORES

Beauty
Caught by the HAIR
Two styles and two different ways of understanding the profession of
acting. One has an impressive resumé of directors for his short career and
has just debuted as stage manager. The other, a seasoned TV actor, is
gradually consolidating his crossover into cinema. We put them face to
face, with the collaboration of Schwarzkopf, to compare their positions and
their looks.
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Rubén y Miguel Ángel wear
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2010 marked a watershed in the career of
Miguel Ángel Muñoz. He released four
movies (Intrusos, Lope, No controles and
Tensión sexual no resuelta) two television
series (La piel azul and Ben Hur, the
second has not yet been broadcast in
Spain) and a short film nominated for a
Goya, which helped him to escape from
the label of arrogant macho man that does
so much damage to the credibility of an
actor if he is so labeled. “My appearance
always influenced me, and for this
reason it is one of the things that
concerns me most in each character. I
am always asking the directors for
more transformations, wearing a beard,
prosthesis, putting on weight…I am
very persistent about this, because since
I already know how they imagine me, I
want to give them another profile. I love
to be in the main casting for characters
that I know they will never give me, and
for this reason I keep up my struggle.”
As an aggravating factor, he tells us that
even today a lot of people see him
exclusively as a “TV actor,” whatever that
means. “In the course of my career what
I have done most is TV. However, my
first project in cinema [El palomo cojo]
was a starring role at
the age of 10.
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working and in the
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team. Today I still approach my work
as an actor with the same discipline.”
For that reason, showing his body for the
mere sake of it is an anachronism for his
today. “It is something that they still ask
me to do on television and that I have
always tried to do with common sense,
but you also have to be aware of the
product that you are producing, and to
whom you are selling it.” And one thinks
inevitably on the good times of Un paso
adelante, the Spanish series that has been
sold and adapted most often abroad.
“Those co-ed showers marked a before
and after!” he remembers with a smile.
And he is not mistaken. It also brought
him stardom as a singer, and he supported
the burden of the series’ whole fan
phenomenon. “I stopped singing when
the series was over, because it didn’t
make sense for me. I released a solo
record in Europe [which he did not allow
to be released in Spain so as not to
interfere with his career as an actor] and I
had a one-of-a-kind experience. I
worked very hard at singing, but I was
not talented, and so I think I have
chosen the correct route.” And he has
had to reject various theater projects in
order to start in September on the next
film by Garcí, a detective story that brings
to 19th century Madrid no less than
Sherlock Holmes.
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